The Warburg Institute:
The Future of Cultural Memory
Our opportunity
For more than a century, the Warburg Institute has
transformed the study of art and history.
The Warburg was established in Hamburg as the privately
funded library of Aby Warburg (1866–1929), the scholarly
scion of one of Central Europe’s great banking families.
The Institute’s modes of classification and connection
anticipated digital thinking, and its methods of gathering
and tracing cultural memory were ‘interdisciplinary’ before
the word was invented.
Its survival is nothing short of a miracle. Thanks to the
support of the Warburg family, Samuel Courtauld and
others, the Institute was rescued from Nazi Germany in
1933 and became a permanent part of the University of
London in 1944. As the only academic institution to ﬂee
Aby Warburg (far right with outstretched hands) asks
his four brothers to support the Institute that bears
Nazi Germany that survives intact in Britain, it remains
their name. Hamburg, 21 August 1929.
committed to offering refuge in a time of migration.
The movement of people and proliferation of images
in the twenty-first century has made the different strands of Warburg’s vision and inﬂuence more powerful
than ever—but the transfer of Warburg’s project to London is incomplete. Today, we can apply the Institute’s
founding mission, academic strength and revolutionary approach to inform contemporary cultural, political and
intellectual work, completing the vision and the building that houses it for new generations. The University of
London is investing the core funding needed to repair the Warburg’s landmark building on Woburn Square, and
a further £5 million will help us to provide the spaces and functions that have been missing for many decades.
The project offers a unique opportunity to support the architectural and intellectual transformation of one of the
world’s leading scholarly institutions and to shape the future of cultural memory.

Our vision
The University of London is committed to a far-reaching plan of renewal. The substantial works will complete both
Warburg’s original vision and the architect Charles Holden’s unfinished building at the heart of Bloomsbury—
perhaps the greatest concentration of colleges, libraries and museums in the world. Focused on a physical and
virtual transformation, the project will establish a haven for scholars, collections and debates, and open up our
Institute to the wider world. We will create a hub not only to connect the different parts of the Warburg, but also
to help us join forces with other academic, cultural and commercial institutions, complementing their work and
establishing an international beacon for the interaction of images, ideas and society.

“First, in the theoretical sense, the Institute was based on the belief that the art object should be judged
as a product of the factors of its time…. Second, in the practical sense, the Institute must freely oﬀer the
books and images necessary for such study in a reading room accessible by all.”
Aby Warburg, 1927

Our heritage and inﬂuence
“Warburg is Warburg, and everything else is everything else!”
Hans Ulrich Obrist, Artistic Director, Serpentine Galleries, 2018


The Warburg was notable in giving a home to refugees such as Fritz Saxl and Rudolf Wittkower, female scholars
such as Gertrud Bing and Frances Yates, and innovators who did not fit into traditional academic departments.



Our inﬂuence is exemplified in the work of Ernst Gombrich, attached to the Institute from 1936 to 2001
and Director from 1959 to 1976. His The Story of Art is the best-selling art historical textbook of all time. It
exemplified the Warburg’s approach to the study of art not as a matter of attribution and connoisseurship but
as an integral part of a broader cultural or intellectual history.

“Warburg was without doubt one of the most original thinkers on art-history
in our time, and entirely changed the course of art-historical studies.”
Kenneth Clark, art historian and broadcaster, 1975


We have a world-renowned open-access library of 360,000 rare and modern books, with special strengths in
the histories of art, science, religion and magic.



Our unique classification system is exemplified by Warburg’s principle of ‘good neighbours’ based on the idea
that the book you need is next to the one you think you want.

“It is a library like no other in Europe—its cross-disciplinary reference, its peculiarities,
its originality, its strange depths and unexpected shallows.”
Adam Gopnik, The New Yorker, 2015


Our approach promotes collaboration between academics from the broadest range of disciplines, in one of
the earliest systems to nurture the spirit of interdisciplinary study now so prevalent in our universities.



The Warburg’s method has provided a model for some of the 20th century’s most inﬂuential thinkers, including
the German philosopher Walter Benjamin, the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben, the Italian historian Carlo
Ginzburg and the American art historian WJT Mitchell.



Warburg’s radical Bilderatlas, his magnum opus mapping dynamic images across time and space, has inspired
exhibitions by leading curators including Harald Szeemann, Jean Clair, Luis Pérez-Oramas, Georges DidiHuberman, Marion Ackermann and Peter Weibel.

“Warburg’s atlas pointed…to the need for another space that could harbour
the history of art. This space could very well be the modern museum.”
Luis Pérez-Oramas, MoMA curator, 2006


Warburg’s work has engaged contemporary artists, including Gerhard Richter’s photographic Atlas (1962–),
Joan Jonas’s installation The Shape, The Scent, The Feel of Things (2005), and Siobhan Davies Dance Company’s
Notes on Gesture (2017).

The magic of the Warburg: at a glance


Inspiration to the world’s leading scholars, curators, artists and writers.



One of 20 ‘libraries that changed the world’, according to OEDb.org.



One of the world’s most complete institutional archives for interdisciplinary research.



Home of digital thinking before there was digital technology.

warburg.sas.ac.uk

Our priorities
The practical aspects of our vision focus on three linked themes:

1. Being open
We will actively open up our work to our academic neighbours, cultural partners, passing students and the
general public. This physical and intellectual openness will include:


A new building in the courtyard, inspired by Warburg’s original elliptical reading room in Hamburg, to
encourage non-linear and non-hierarchical exploration embodied in the tradition of the ‘encyclopaedia’, or
‘learning in the round.’



A reorientation of our entrance to make the Institute more visible, and to provide a new space of welcome,
introduction and inspiration.



An ‘exhibition lab’ to illustrate Warburg’s impact on the making of exhibitions, showcase the research of our
students and host debates within the curatorial community.



Outreach to the community at large, providing training and inspiration for understanding both our cultural
past and our digital future.

“Warburg completely understood that that moment where opposites meet
is the most fertile of points for the mind, for the soul and for the arts.”
Ali Smith, The Observer, 2015

2. Being a haven
Offering a refuge and a cultural memory bank for the displaced goes to the heart of our foundation and mission
and in this programme of work we will:


Invest in more programmes to host displaced scholars. We are working closely with the Council of At-Risk
Academics (CARA)—founded by many of the people who brought the Warburg to London—to host our first
fellows.



Use our research to re-think how to reproduce, store and share endangered objects in the digital age, working
with museums, policy-makers and technological innovators.

“Britain’s artistic and intellectual life was greatly enhanced after the Second World War by the presence
of émigrés from Central Europe… Theirs was the ‘other’ cultural revolution of the 1960s.”
Daniel Snowman, The Hitler Emigres, 2002

3. Being connected
Aby Warburg’s dedication to the history of ideas in juxtaposition anticipated the forms of search, classification
and recommendation that power our digital lives. We have the ambition to become a virtual home for classifying
and contextualising the cultural meanings of the present. We will:


Connect with the best work in the digital humanities, working with key partners to catalyse our long-term
mission as a virtual centre in areas such as image recognition and metadata.



Use touch-screen technologies to bring Warburg’s original Bilderatlas to new audiences and explore its
potential to change the way we understand images and culture.



Build on our extensive alumni network to include a broader group of thought leaders, policy-makers and
innovators.

“The power of our computers…should be producing new paradigms in art historical research. Imagine
what Panofsky or Aby Warburg could have done with our technology.”
James Cuno, CEO, J Paul Getty Trust, 2012

Our future and an invitation to you
The Warburg was welcomed to London with the help of funds from Samuel Courtauld, Lord Lee of Fareham and
other enthusiastic English sponsors. Recently, nearly 25,000 people who love this institution signed a Change.org
petition to maintain its unique approach. Today, our ambition is to further strengthen the community of support
around the Warburg to complete its journey.
With your support, we will raise £5 million to enhance the University of London’s investment of £9.5 million.
Together, we can create something truly remarkable—something that makes the Warburg a setter of agendas,
partner-of-choice and destination for public engagement.

“The Warburg Institute has always been devoted to questions that dominate our digital age, namely:
‘How do I find what I need?’ and ‘What connects this piece of culture to another?’
Our bold aim now is to open up our work and make new connections, providing
new spaces and tools for using cultural memory to shape our future.”
Bill Sherman, Director, The Warburg Institute, 2018

The Courtyard Extension,
with Learning Studio below

The Lecture Theatre, with the
Special Collections Suite below

The Common Room with Conservation
and Imaging Space below

Haworth Tompkins Architects’ proposed floorplan identifying the new/improved spaces

warburg.sas.ac.uk

Our inspiration

The Warburg Library in Hamburg: left, 1927, with an exhibition on the afterlife of Ovid; right, as restored in the 1990s.

Today

Mapping the Hamburg Library in the courtyard of the Warburg Institute, London.

Tomorrow

Architects’ cross-section of the new entrance on Gordon Square and the new extension in the courtyard.

warburg.sas.ac.uk
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